Rural Voices

EMPOWERING NEW NARRATIVES, ORGANIZING FOR CHANGE

Project Overview:
In the lead-up to the 2020 election cycle, Wisconsin Farmers Union (WFU) embarked on a multi-pronged
approach to sharing the voices and values of our rural progressive community.
Our goal : To push the issues that impact family farmers and rural communities into the larger political conversation

by harnessing the voices and policies of our membership. Through skills training, strategic messaging,
relational organizing, and a renewed emphasis on building coalitions, WFU was able to garner national
attention for key issues and shift assumptions about what the “typical rural voter” values.

While this project included many voices on a wide variety of subjects, much of the work was focused on
antitrust issues in the food system, pro-democracy issues like gerrymandering, and solidarity between farmers
and laborers. Following the election, WFU hopes to continue to fund and grow elements of this trial project
to further build the organizing infrastructure and messaging power of this organization and to help our members to be heard and create the changes they seek to improve the strength and vitality of rural communities.
Strategies & Accomplishments:
The Rural Voices project was focused in four major areas:
Strategic Messaging + Member Training + Relational Organizing + Partnership Development
Each of these areas offered the organization different opportunities to frame our message of values and
develop a broader network of people who share those values. These combined strategies have uniquely
positioned WFU as one of the only progressive grassroots organization who can reach the rural audiences of
Wisconsin.
Member Trainings
o Throughout this project, we have been making concerted efforts to offer training opportunities
to our members, board, and staff to develop their personal stories on various issues, develop
writing skills and distribution techniques for opinion pieces, and to develop their personal skills
in deep listening and relational organizing (primarily through a technique known as Deep Canvassing). We firmly believe that both the roots and the future of the Farmers Union organization
rely on empowered and closely networked members speaking out against injustice, listening
to the experiences of others, and organizing to create necessary change.
Strategic Messaging
o Building on the member storytelling and writing trainings, contacting particularly eloquent
members, and through broad invitations to our membership, WFU developed an impressive
Bureau of Member Voices able to speak on a wide variety of issues that align with our organization’s policy book. Our communication team made renewed efforts to develop more extended
media relations networks that could push the voices of our members and further the organization’s capacity to spread strategic messages to a wide range of sources from local radio
interviews to national publications and all manner of state and regional media, in between.
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In response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, much of our planned in-person
programming shifted gears into virtual formats. This provided a great opportunity for the organization to develop several videos
Our video on the issues of gerrymandering in the state of Wisconsin was cited
in the media as an integral part of many meaningful conversations preceding
a landslide of successful fair maps resolutions and referendums in the 2020
election. Our exploration of monopoly power in the food system received over
1,600 views. We also explored supply management, agriculture and climate
change, and continue to host webinar-style panel discussions exploring everything a variety of topics.
Our staff contracted with several political cartoonists to create succinct and
meaningful images that could be readily shared across multiple platforms to
get the WFU perspective in front of new audiences through a mix of organic and promoted reach through social platforms. The subjects of these images ranged from the impact of civic engagement and gerrymandering to how
many farmers feel abandoned by their elected officials. Messages about access
to local processing and solidarity with laborers in the face of shared struggles
in an increasingly monopolized meat processing environment resonated well.
We also dug into the economic injustice of consolidation in agriculture and
current events like the unequal distribution of Coronavirus Aid dollars and the
growing impact of oversupply in sectors like dairy.

o WFU designed and strategically placed billboards
across the state with messages like “Monopolies
steal our liberties.” In support of laborers, WFU
proclaimed “Fair prices. Fair wages. Farmers and
workers unite.” In support of the continued health
of the United States Postal Service, we exclaimed
“Defunding USPS is an attack on rural America” and
“This flag is important, too” as we pointed to the
mailbox alert flag. These very public messages garnered letters from people who had never heard of
Wisconsin Farmers Union before, sometimes with
personal donations to the organization, because
rural people felt understood and supported by us.
o The WFU Blog, articles in our Newsletter, and
numerous Press Releases gave opportunity for the
membership, staff, board, and partners of WFU to
define our organizational values, share personal
experiences, and frame the issues impacting our
communities on our own terms. It also offered the
opportunity to point people back to the WFU
website and encourage membership and ongoing
engagement in our various subject campaigns.

Relational Organizing
o WFU trained members and volunteers in skills of deep
listening and personal storytelling as part of preparing them for a Deep Canvassing effort. Because of the
COVID-19 pandemic, we had to shift this effort to have
one-on-one conversations with voters about values in
the lead-up to the 2020 election to a phone bank format. Volunteers called Wisconsin voters to discuss one
of three focal issues: the expansion of Badgercare, gerrymandering, and local control over corporate agriculture.
As a pilot project for WFU, it was still surprisingly successful
with over 2,000 phone calls made and volunteers reporting 350 of their conversations as “high impact.” We look
forward to opportunities to continue to have values-based
conversations focused on listening and finding common
ground within our membership and beyond – to our larger
rural communities. Just as the Farmers Union organization
has provided a “big tent” approach to finding common
ground in rural communities for the better part of a century, WFU hopes to continue leveraging strong interpersonal relationships to build a better future for Wisconsin
communities.
Farmer/Laborer Solidarity
o WFU has recognized a need to build wider coalitions of
like-minded people and groups to support the causes of
family farmers and rural communities. Farmer and labor
organizations have a long history of partnership and mutual support, so those were logical relationships to focus
on rebuilding. This effort has proven fruitful in the early
months of this work, and WFU is looking forward to continued mutual support and deepening relationships.
o As part of our 2020 efforts, we focused on initial relationship-building efforts with labor unions, progressive
organizing tables, and justice-oriented organizations. A
dedicated Farmer Laborer Solidarity organizer held over
50 one-to-one meetings with WFU members and partners from more than 30 organizations. Our work started
with deep listening to issues of importance for potential
partners and sharing our own goals and values. We were
able to learn from and share rural perspectives into groups
working to develop stronger progressive messaging and
looked for opportunities for deeper collaboration.
o After relationships were established, we began to support
one another in areas of common understanding. This
included several collaborative press releases and op eds
highlighting solidarity with partner organizations and our
common goals, a series of co-hosted candidate roundtables in the run-up to the 2020 election, and even a joint
forum on the Wisconsin Idea and how farmers, educators,
and citizens can leverage the intent of those values today.
More than 100 WFU members and farmers signed onto
a Farmer-Labor solidarity pledge as we shared the goals
of this project with our members and on We worked with
one group, Voces de la Frontera, to produce a short film
that explores the common ground between Wisconsin
dairy farmers and many of the latinx laborers working on
those operations. We are also working on a podcast series
to continue sharing the messages of shared struggles and
common interests between farmers and laborers to a new
audience.

For a democratic
society to function,
we need to be able
to reflect upon
opposing viewpoints.
We need to hear from
people who disagree
with us, and, in turn,
still see each other
as family, friends,
neighbors, co-workers,
and human beings, not
as political enemies.
Deep canvassing is a
step in that direction.
— Bill Hogseth
Organizing Coordinator
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Voces de la Frontera and Wisconsin Farmers Union
teamed up on a short film, La Tierra del Queso, to
highlight immigrant labor on Wisconsin farms and
the impact of immigrant workers on rural towns.
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As evidenced by this photo from 1940, farmer-labor
solidarity is not a new topic for Wisconsin Farmers
Union — rather it is one we have deep roots in and
are working to revive.
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